Abstract--In this paper, a new coincidence index is presented for countably P-concentrative pairs. ~)
INTRODUCTION
Let X and Y be metric spaces. A continuous single valued map p : Y --* X is called a Vietoris map [1, 2] if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) for each x E X, the set p-l(x) is acyclic, (ii) p is a proper map, i.e., for every compact A C X we have that p-l(A) is compact.
Let D(X, Y) be the set of all pairs X ~ Z ~q Y where p is a Vietorismap and q is continuous.
We will denote every such diagram by (p, q). In Section 2, we discuss the coincidence index for pairs Ü ~ Z q-* X where U is an open subset of a Fréchet space X. In particular, we use the results of [3] together with the notion of r-dominated maps (based on work of Borsuk and Granas) to present a coincidence index for pairs of the above form.
Let Y and Z be topotogical spaces and V an open subset of Z. Then we say Y is r-dominated by V in Z ifthere exist a pair of continuous maps r : V --~ Y, s : Y --* V with r s = 1y. Let ANR, (respectively, AR) denote the class of metrizable absolute neighborhood retracts (respectively, absolute retracts); see [1] . The following result follows immediately from the Arens-Eelis theorem (see [4, p. 284] [bet E be a locally convex Hansdorff topological vector space, and let P be a defining system of seminorms on E. Let A and C betwo subsets of E. A pair A ~ Z ~ C is called a countably P-concentrative pair from A to C if for (every) i E P, for each countably bounded non-i-precompact subset f~ of A (i.e., f~ is not precompact in the pseudonormed space (E, i)) we have ~i(q(2 -1 (fl))) < OEi(f/); here a~(. ) denotes the measure of noncompactness in the pseudonormed space (E, i).
In Section 3, a coincidence theory for countably P-concentrative pairs is presented. This section extends and generalizes results presented in [6] . In Section 3, all out pairs a~e countably P-concentrative. However, it is worth remarking :here that in fact all the results in Section 3 hold if out pairs are countably condensing in the sense of [7, pp, 353, 356 ].
COINCIDENCE INDEX FOR COMPACT PAIRS IN FRÉCHET SPACES
A pair (2, q) is called compact if q is compact. Let U be an open subset of a normed space E. By/C(Ü, E) we mean the family of compact pairs (2, q) from Ü to E for which Fix (2, q) M 0 U = 0 (recall that a pair (2,q) is from Ü to Eif there exists a metric space Z for which Ü ~ Z q E); here Fix (2, q) = {x E Ü:x E q (2-1(x))). In 1976, Kucharski [3] defined the coincidence index on/C(Ü, E) (the ideas presented in [3] follow closely ideas given by Granas previously [4] ).
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a map I : IC(Ü, E) ~ Q (called the coincidence index) .which satisJ~es the fo]Iowing properties: (I) if I(2, q) • O, then Fix (2, q) ~ 0; (II) if q : Z ~ E given by q(y) = Xo is a constant map, Chen I(2,q) ~ 0 if xo • U; (III) ifV is an open subset of U, (2,q) • IC(Ü,E) and Fix(2,q) C V, Chen I(2, q) = I(21,ql) where V ~ p-l(U) ~ E wich pl(Y) = P(Y) and ql(Y) = q(Y).
REMARK 2.1. Also the coincidence index has additivity, homotopy, and commutativity properties [4, 6] . In this section, we extend Theorem 2.1 to the case when out space is a Fréchet space. The strategy presented here is based on an idea of Borsuk and Granas [4] . Let U be an open subset of a Fréchet space X. Let A4(Ü, X) denote the family of all compact pairs (2, q) from Ü to X for which Fix (2, q) D O U = 0. Let (2, q) • A4(Ü, X). Fix a normed space E which r-dominates X (Theorem 1.1 guarantees the existence of E). Fix r : X --* E and s : E --* X with r s = lx. 
(x) • qp-lr(x) and r(x) • Ü (since r(r -1 (U)) c r(r-l(U)) c Ü), so r(x) 6 Fix (2, q).
We now claim that
Certainly (r-ip, sq) is a compact pair, so it remains to show For out results in Section 3 we will need a slight generalization of the indem defmed above. Let C be a closed convem subset of a Fréchet space X and U an open subset of C. Let .Ad(U, C) denote the family of all compact pairs (p, q) from U into C with Fix (p, q) A 0 U = 0. We now extend the coincidence indem from AE(Ü, X) to A4(Ü, C) using a standard trick [6, p. 5] . For completeness we sketch the extension here (see [6] for complete details). Fix a retraction r0 : X --* C (notice such a retraction exists by Dugundji's extension theorem). Let (p, q) E A//(Ü, C) so Ü ~P Z q C. Let and again our coincidence indem satisfies Properties (1)-(III).
r = { (x,y) e (ro)-l(U) x p-l (Ü) : ro(x) = p(y) }

COUNTABLY
P-CONCENTRATIVE PAIRS
We present a coincidence index for countably P-concentrative pairs (p, q) in this section.
DEFINITION 3.1. Ler A and C be two subsets of a Fréchet space X (P a defming system of seminorms). A pair (see Section 1) A ~ Z q C is called a countably P-concentrative pair [rom A to C if for (every) i • P, for each countably bounded non-i-precompact subset ~ of A, (i.e., f~ is not precompact in the pseudonormed space ( X, i ) ) we have ai ( q (p-1 (f~))) < ai(f~); here ai(. ) denotes the measure of noncompacmess in the pseudonormed space (X, i).
REMARK 3.1. In this section, all our pairs are countably P-concentrative. However, it is worth remarking here that in faet all the results hold if our pairs are countably condensing in the sense of [7, pp. 353, 356] .
For the analysis below we assume A is a bounded, closed subset of a Fréchet space X (P is a defming system of seminorms) and C a closed convex subset of X. Consider a countsbly P-concentrative pair (p, q) from A to C. We claim that we can associate with each pair (p, q) a compact pair (/5, q) such that Next, we show that it is easy using the results in Section 2 to define the coincidence index for countably P-concentrative pairs. Let X be a Fréchet space ( P is a defining system of seminorms), C a closed convex subset of X and U an open subset of C with U bounded. By M(U, C) we denote the family of all countably P-concentrative pairs from U to C with no fixed points on OU, 
